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An h-box Method for Shallow Water Equations
Jiao Li
The model equations for storm surge and tsunamis most commonly used are the shallow
water equations with addition of appropriate source terms for bathymetry. Traditional ap-
proaches will need to resolve the mesh to discretize small-scale structure, which impacts
the time-step size to be proportional to the size of cells. In this thesis, a novel approxi-
mate Riemann solver was developed in order to deal with the existence of barrier without
restricting the time-step due to small cells. Because of the wave redistribution method and
proper ghost cells setting, the novel Riemann solver maintained properties including mass
and momentum conservation, the well-balancing properties and robustness at the wet-dry
interface. The solver also preserves nonnegative water depth and prevents leakage. A mod-
ified h-box method is applied so the algorithm can overcome restrictions of small time-step
sizes.
The work has been done in the context of the GeoClaw platform with retaining the
capabilities of GeoClaw solver. At the same time, the special developed Riemann solver
extends the package to handle the sub-grid-scale effects of barriers. Incorporating the solver
developed in this work into the GeoClaw framework has allowed to leverage GeoClaw’s
ability to handle complex bathymetry and real applications.
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Coastal flooding events constitute a major threat to communities along the coastlines
throughout the world. Although rare, tsunamis can devastate coastal areas and threaten
the lives of people and properties massively. Tohoku tsunami, one of the worst tsunamis
occurred in human history, caused 15,894 confirmed deaths in 2011. Another destructive
threat along the coast is storm surge, which is produced by water being pushed toward the
shore and the force of the winds moving cyclonically around the storm. The study reports
that Hurricane Sandy (2012) caused $67.6 billion in direct damage and Typhoon Haiyan
(2013) claimed over 6,000 lives in the Philippines (see [37, 32]). As could be seen for the case
of Hurricane Sandy in New York in 2012, the echos of many financial institutions around
Wall Street being flooded caused major disruption to the world’s financial markets. Several
subway tunnels were flooded at lower Manhattan, the PATH tunnel was filled with seawater
and the Hoboken PATH station was out of service for three months. As the planet warms,
global see level has been increasing in the last couple of decades and predicted to rise at
least 1 meter in the mean world-wide by the end of the century [33, 38]. Besides the higher
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sea level making bad flood events worse, it may cause floods such as Sandy, already quite
bad enough, to happen more frequent. The changing climate also will impact the likelihood
of strong storms impacting the coasts in ways we have yet to fully understand [42].
In light of this threat, the question of how we adapt to a changed climate has become
a central question for coastal communities. There are two possible efforts towards climate
changes that should be distinguished. First, mitigation refers to reduce and even reverse the
climate change itself. Second, adaptation means taking appropriate actions to prevent or
minimize the damage from existing or future hazards. The latter effort includes a wide vari-
ety of measures, such as building sea-walls, planting or restoring natural barriers, elevation
of critical structures, and finally retreat from the coastline. Coastal protection strategies
take a variety of forms and finding this optimal strategy is extremely difficult, especially
when considering the potential flooding evens in the future. Computational models have
and will play a crucial role in answering this question. The goal of this work is to develop
computational methods that can help address this exact equation.
1.2 Objectives
This thesis focuses on computational methods to answer questions regarding optimal adap-
tation strategies. In general, existing approaches can handle the adaptation strategies that
impact large areas, such as restoration of wetland. Due to the barrier’s small-scale but
large impact, those conventional methods have to increasing the computational resolution
in handling the representations of barriers. Several drawbacks of these approaches can be
anticipated. First, using traditional approaches, the time-step size would be impacted, lim-
iting it to be proportional to the size of the cells needed to discretize the barrier. Second,
to optimize a barrier’s position and height, the proprieties of the barrier would be modified
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according to the parameter space describing the barrier. We are either faced with restrict-
ing the available parameter space or we may have to perform a regridding operation for
every evaluation. Finally, and perhaps most crucially, to answer adaptation questions, the
full range of possible storms conditions even outside of the historical records under climate
change must take into account. Based on ensemble sizes used today for forecasting surge
and an estimate to the ensemble sizes needed to modestly address climate change the esti-
mated ensemble of storms is at least on the order of 105. Any approach that would be used
in this context must be computationally efficient enough to be used in this context leading
to the conclusion that simply resolving the barriers is not feasible.
Besides the aforementioned issues, the difficulties are also from numerical methods. In
spite of the simplifying assumptions made in deriving the nonlinear shallow water equa-
tions, the numerical solution of the equations still remains computational challenges, which
admit discontinuous solutions due to the hyperbolic character of the equations. In terms
of simulating tsunamis and storm surge, additional difficulties have to be taken into ac-
count. First, these events must be simulated efficiently. Tsunamis can travel across entire
oceans causing damage thousands of kilometers away. Storms travel across oceanic basins
but have structure on the order of kilometers near the eye of the storm. For both types of
events near-shore coastal features can impact the location and severity of flooding and at
the smallest scales are the critical structures on land. Secondly, the inundation of dry land
must be taken care of, since this is where flooding events unleash the destructive power.
The wet-dry interface, the boundary between cells that are wet (or flooded) and dry must
be handled so that quantities going to zero when appropriate and conservation are carefully
integrated into the method. Lastly, the ability of a method to be stable given large gradients
in topography is critical for a method that intends to model waves on order of a meter over
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depths that can be in the kilometers.
The objective of this work is to develop a robust Riemann solver and numerical tech-
niques for the representation of a barrier. Important properties such as mass and momentum
conservation, no leakage and robustness at the wet-dry interface should be preserved. The
work builds off of the GeoClaw platform with the goal of retaining the capabilities of Geo-
Claw but at the same time extending the package to handle the sub-grid-scale effects of
barriers. First, the Riemann solver in GeoClaw will be extended to handle zero-width bar-
riers at grid cell edges while retaining the desirable properties of the solver. In addition,
the method will be extended to problems where the barrier is not aligned with grid-cell
interfaces, taking care to not restrict the time-step due to a small cell accomplished by
utilizing h-box methods.
1.3 Overview
In Chapter 2, the theory of hyperbolic partial differential equations (PDEs) and relevant
concepts is provided in general terms. The basic approach to solving Riemann problems
and other mathematical context is reviewed for the numerical methods in following chap-
ters. Chapter 3 introduces finite volume methods and a related approach wave propagation
algorithms that will be applied to solve the hyperbolic conservation laws. In Chapter 4
the shallow water equations are derived with details regarding the assumptions under the
derivation. This chapter introduced some analytical problems and mathematical context
which are critical for the novel Riemann solver in later chapters. In Chapter 5, we analyze
the properties of h-box method. This chapter is intended to provide a background on sub-
grid modeling, as well as emphasizes some of the difficulties that motivate later numerical
techniques. Chapter 6 describes a Riemann solver that can represent a barrier placed at
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the interface of a grid cell. Chapter 7 describes how the Riemann solver can be extended
to allow flexibility on the barrier’s placement within a grid cell. In Chapter 6 and Chapter
7, wave redistribution techniques and the h-box method are applied to maintain important
properties including mass and momentum conservation, the well-balancing properties and
robustness at the wet-dry interface. Numerical results are provided to validate the math-
ematical methods described. Finally, Chapter 8 contains a summary of the barrier aware
Riemann solver and possible future directions of research and applications.
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Chapter 2
Hyperbolic Conservation Laws
This chapter introduces hyperbolic conservation laws and addresses relevant concepts and
mathematical properties that will be used. First, a brief review of hyperbolic conservation
laws and related systems of equations is given. Secondly, the shallow water equations
is used as a concrete example. Finally, the fundamental solutions to Riemann problems
and extensions to balance laws are discussed. Later chapters will extend the shallow water
equations and unconventional Riemann solvers. Note that this chapter should be considered
as an overview and establishment of notation for the later discussions. For more information
and details about the topics, refer to [30, 41, 26].
2.1 Hyperbolic Conservation Laws








= ψ(q, x), x = (x1, · · · , xn)T ∈ Rn (2.1)
where q ∈ Rm is a vector of m state variables, fj(q) ∈ Rm is a vector of the fluxes in the
jth direction, and ψ(q, x) ∈ Rm is a vector of source terms. This class of partial differential
equations is called a conservation law, and then referred to as a homogeneous conservation
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law when ψ(q, x) ≡ 0. (2.1) is also known as balance law if ψ(q, x) is nonzero. For any
region Ω ⊆ Rn and an outward unit normal vector ω = (ω1, · · · , ωn)T to the boundary ∂Ω














The equation states that the change in the amount of q in that region is due only to the
flux through the boundary ∂Ω.
The system (2.1) is said to be hyperbolic if the flux functions satisfy certain properties.
Definition 2.1.1 (Hyperbolicity). Let
∂fj
∂q







where ω = (ω1, · · · , ωn)T is a unit vector. The system (2.1) is hyperbolic, if A(q, ω) has m
real eigenvalues λ1(q, ω) ≤ λ2(q, ω) ≤ · · · ≤ λm(q, ω) and m linearly independent eigenvec-
tors r1(q, ω), · · · , rm(q, ω), for all ω ∈ Rn, |ω| = 1. In addition, the system (2.1) is strictly
hyperbolic if the eigenvalues λp(q, ω), p = 1, · · ·m, are distinct.
Note that the direction ω is arbitrary, hyperbolicity is independent of any particular
choice of coordinate directions. The integral conservation law (2.2) will also be referred to
as hyperbolic, if the corresponding system of PDEs (2.1) is hyperbolic.
2.2 The Rankine-Hugoniot Conditions
It can be proved that the integral system (2.2) is equivalent to weak solutions of (2.1).
Although the system (2.2) is derived via integrating a system of PDEs (2.1) in Section 2.1,
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the integral system (2.2) is the more fundamental governing system. Both are equivalent if
the solution is differentiable, however, the weak form admits non-smooth, even discontinuous
solutions for which (2.1) cannot be defined in the classical sense (see [17] for more on
distribution theory and generalized solutions to PDEs).
It is well known that discontinuities can arise in finite time in the non-linear hyper-
bolic conservation laws even with smooth initial conditions. We can consider a continuous
function that satisfies (2.1) within the smooth regions and isolate regions around the jump
discontinuities. Applying the integral conservation law (2.2) around a jump discontinuity,
the Rankine-Hugoniot jump condition is written as:





where |s| is the speed of the propagating discontinuity, sˆ is a unit vector in the direction
of the propagation, and the q− and q+ are the limiting value of the solution on either side
of the discontinuity. Note that (2.3) is unaffected by a source term that is bounded in the
neighborhood of the discontinuity (see [30, 20]).
For a one-dimensional system, (2.3) is written as
s[[q]] = [[f(q)]], (2.4)
where [[·]] represents the jump across the discontinuity.
2.3 Linear and Quasilinear Hyperbolic Systems
2.3.1 One-Dimensional Linear Systems
The one-dimensional linear hyperbolic system with the flux f(q) = Aq is
qt +Aqx = 0. (2.5)
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Due to the definition of hyperbolicity, the constant matrix A ∈ Rm×m must be diagonaliz-
able with real eigenvalues λ1 ≤ λ2 · · ·λm, and a corresponding set of linearly independent
eigenvectors r1, r2, · · · , rm. In this case the matrix R = [r1|r2| · · · |rm], formed by gathering
the eigenvectors has an inverse R−1. We then have
A = RΛR−1, (2.6)
where Λ = diag(λ1, · · · , λm) and R is a matrix of right eigenvectors. By replacing A with
the decomposition and multiplying by R−1, (2.5) is equivalent to the diagonal system
wt + Λwx = 0, (2.7)
where w = R−1q. Since Λ is diagonal, (2.7) is a decoupled system of m scalar advection
equations. Note that the initial profile of each characteristic variable wp, p = 1, · · · ,m, is
advected at the constant speed of the corresponding eigenvalue λp (see [30] for more details).
The characteristic curves of (2.5) in the x− t plane are therefore straight lines of unvarying
slope. Each of these discontinuities obeys the principle of superposition and the solution





where w0 is the coefficient transformed with initial condition.
2.3.2 Quasilinear Hyperbolic Systems
Write the one dimensional conservation law
qt + f(q)x = 0, (2.9)
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where f(q) is a nonlinear function of q. By differentiating the flux function f(q) we obtain
the quasilinear form of the consrvation law
qt + f
′(q)qx = 0, (2.10)
where f ′(q) denotes the Jacobian matrix of the flux. Although hyperbolicity implies that
f ′(q) is diagonalizable, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are generally functions of q. As
with linear systems, however, all solution information is carried at the local speed of the
eigenvalues of f ′(q). The characteristics associated with a particular eigenpair {λp, rp} will
be referred to as the pth characteristic family or pth characteristic field.
If we assume that q(x, t) is smooth, then along any curve X(t) satisfying the ODE




q(X(t), t) = X ′(t)qx + qt = 0. (2.12)
Hence q is constant along the curve X(t), and consequently X ′ is also constant along the
curve, and so the characteristic curve must be a straight line.
2.4 Riemann Problems
Consider the one-dimensional conservation law as follows,
qt + f(q)x = 0, x ∈ R, t < 0, (2.13)
with piecewise constant initial conditions
q(x, 0) =

ql if x < 0,
qr if x > 0.
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The initial value problem (2.13) along with the initial data that is piecewise constant with
a single jump discontinuity is known as the Riemann problem.
2.4.1 Linear Waves
If f(q) is a linear function of q, we can solve the Riemann problem explicitly using the
information we have obtained in Section 2.3. Note that the solution to (2.13) in the linear
case is a set of constant states separated by m discontinuities propagating away from the
origin at the speed of the eigenvalues. Since the corresponding wp jumps from wpl to w
p
r , the
jump (qr−ql) across the pth discontinuity must be proportional to the pth eigenvector (q =




















If we project the jump in (qr − ql) onto the eigenvectors,




and noting that each discontinuity αprp propagates at the speed λp. We will denote the
discontinuity Wp = αprp, and refer to it as the pth wave. Then the solution becomes
q(x, t) = ql +
∑
p:λp<x/t




Note that each wave satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (2.4) for discontinuities since
f(q) = Aq.
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2.4.2 Nonlinear Waves
If f(q) is a nonlinear function of q, the solution becomes more complicated. For the linear
case, solving the Riemann problem requires splitting the jump in states into m separate
waves. For the nonlinear case, the solution also consists of a set of transitions in each
characteristic family that connect the states ql and qr. However, each of these waves can
be a rarefaction, a shock wave, or a contact discontinuity.
A rarefaction is a type of smooth differentiable transition connecting two states. Rar-
efactions in general are characterized by integral curves associated with the particular char-
acteristic family. Let q˜(ξ) be a smooth curve through state space parameterized by a scalar
parameter ξ, the solution satisfies q(x, t) = q˜(ξ(x, t)) throughout the wave, where
q˜′(ξ) = α(ξ)rp(ξ), (2.18)
for some function ξ(x, t), where α(ξ) is some scalar depending on the particular function ξ.
As connection between the left and right states, the wave travels on an integral curve.
Shock waves are a wave with collisions satisfying (2.4). In order to distinguish the
concepts, the following definitions are introduced:
Definition 2.4.1. The pth characteristic field is called genuinely nonlinear if
∇λp(q) · rp(q) 6= 0, ∀q ∈ Ω. (2.19a)
Alternatively, the pth characteristic field is called linearly degenerate if
∇λp(q) · rp(q) = 0, ∀q ∈ Ω. (2.19b)
Shock waves are discontinuities in a genuinely nonlinear field. A contact discontinuity
conversely, is a jump in a linearly degenerate field. If a field is linearly degenerate, (2.19b)
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implies that the eigenvalue would be unchanged through any simple wave satisfying (2.18).
The field is similar to a linear field then, in the sense that the characteristic curves have a
constant slope through any transition that remains proportional to the pth eigenvector.
A contact discontinuity acts as a linear traveling discontinuity. In this case, s = λp(q+) =
λp(q−), where s is the speed of the discontinuity obeying the Rankine-Hugoniot condition.
Solutions to a linear and nonlinear Riemann problem with m = 2 are depicted in Figure
2.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Illustration of a Riemann problem consisting of two waves. (a) The solution to
a Riemann problem for a linear system in the x− t plane. The jumps discontinuityW1 and
W2 are moving at the speed of the corresponding eigenvalue λ1 and λ2. (b) An example of
a solution to a nonlinear Riemann problem in the x− t plane showing each of the waves or
characteristic transitions. Fig (b) shows a rarefaction in the first field and a shock in the
second field. In both (a) and (b) there is a single constant middle state denoted q∗.
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2.4.3 Entropy
Definition 2.4.2 (Lax entropy condition.). A discontinuity separating states ql and qr,
propagating at speed s, satisfies the Lax entropy condition if there is an index p such that
λp(ql) > s > λ
p(qr), (2.20)
so that p-characteristics are impinging on the discontinuity, while the other characteristics
are crossing the discontinuity,
λj(ql) < s and λ
j(qr) < s j < p,
λj(ql) > s and λ
j(qr) > s j > p,
where, in this definition, the eigenvalues are ordered so that λ1 < λ2 < · · · < λm in each
state.
The Lax entropy condition can be shown to be correct for hyperbolic conservation laws
where each field is genuinely nonlinear. The definition is borrowed from the book [30].
2.4.4 The Shallow Water Riemann Problem
Now we analyze the homogeneous shallow water equations in one dimension,
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The Jacobian matrix (differentiated with respect to q) for the flux is
f ′(q) =
 0 1
























Note that an integral curve in the phase plane of a genuinely nonlinear field corresponds
to a constant contour of a function of q (e.g. [30, 20]). These functions are called Riemann
invariants since the value of the function is invariant along an integral curve. For the
shallow water equations, the Riemann invariants are
w1(q) = u+ 2
√
gh, (2.27a)
w2(q) = u− 2
√
gh. (2.27b)
If a rarefaction connects ql to q
∗, then w1(ql) = w1(q∗). If a rarefaction connects qr to q∗,
then w2(qr) = w
2(q∗).
It is easy to show that both a shock and a rarefaction can connect two states as smooth
curves. Consider that all states can be connected to some fixed state q∗ by a shock. Recall
that a discontinuous shock must satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions (2.4). It
must satisfy
s(q∗ − q) = f(q∗)− f(q). (2.28)
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In our case, this gives a systems of two equations:
s(h∗ − h) = h∗u∗ − hu,




First determine u by eliminating s and give us
s =
h∗u∗ − hu
h∗ − h , (2.30)
and substituting this into the second equation to calculate the roots:
























The curve defined by (2.31) ofen referred to as Hugoniot loci, which represents states that
may be connected to ql through a shock in the first family, or a 1-shock, and (2.31b)
represents states that may be connected to qr through a 2-shock. See, for example, [30] for
more details (2.31).
2.4.5 Two-Dimensional Shallow Water Equations
For the two-dimensional homogeneous shallow water equations, which we will write in the
general form
qt + f(q)x + g(q)y = 0, (2.32)
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−u2 + gh 2u 0
−uv v u




−v2 + gh 0 2v
 . (2.34)
Since now we have 3 waves, we expect the Riemann solution to contain an additional wave.
The eigenvalues of f ′(q) are
λ1(q) = u−
√




















And the eigenvalues of g′(q) are
λ1(q) = v −
√




















Here 1-wave and 3-wave are nonlinear gravity waves, while the 2-wave is linear degenerate.
First two variables, h and hu, is identical to that for the one-dimensional system. The new
second field is linearly degenerate, and a contact discontinuity, moving at the intermediate
speed of u. On either side of the discontinuity the initial transverse velocities remain. For
more details see [30]. The Riemann solution in the x− t plane is depicted in Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: It presents a solution of the two-dimensional shallow water equations: a 1-
rarefaction, a 3-shock, and the contact discontinuity in the 2nd field, separating the fluid
that was initially in contact. The speed of the propagating waves are shown correspondingly.
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Chapter 3
Finite Volume Methods
This chapter introduce finite volume methods for hyperbolic conservation laws and hyper-
bolic systems. The finite volume methods consists of approximations to the cell averages
of the solution over grid cells. In addition, wave propagation algorithms and the f -wave
method are introduced.
3.1 Finite Volume Methods for Conservation Laws
Finite volume methods are derived on the basis of the integral form of the conservation
law. In contrast to finite difference methods, the finite volume methods can be viewed as
a piecewise constant function in space rather than a set of values at discrete points. The
spatial domain is divided into a set of grid cells where the numerical solution has a given
value at each time step. In one dimension, let the ith grid cell Ci = [xi−1/2, xi+1/2] be length
∆x, around the point xi = x0 + i∆x, where xi±1/2 = xi ± 12∆x, i ∈ Zc ⊆ Z. The numerical
solution Qni is an approximation to the integral of the true solution q(x, t
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for simplicity we will generally assume a uniform grid in this chapter. The integral form of





q(x, t)dx = f(q(xi−1/2, t))− f(q(xi+1/2, t)). (3.2)
We want to update the cell averages at the next time tn+1 with a time step ∆t = tn+1− tn.



































Therefore, for a homogeneous conservation law, the numerical solution can be updated from










where Fni±1/2 are the numerical fluxes – approximations to the fluxes at the grid cell bound-
aries. Considering (3.1) and (3.4), note that the numerical fluxes in (3.5) should be approx-







Note that no approximations are made in the derivations until (3.5), then the Fni±1/2
are the only numerical error source. (3.5) is a conservative numerical scheme regardless of
the form of Fni±1/2. That is, the numerical solution is conserved on the computing domain,
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since Qni−1 and Q
n
i are updated by using the same F
n
i−1/2. Note that it is necessary to
preserve the numerical conservation for converging to the correct discontinuous solutions of
conservation laws [24].
3.2 The Wave-Propagation Form of Godunov-Type Methods
One approach to a stable and consistent approximation to the numerical fluxes (3.6), is
the Godunov-type methods. The original Godunov method [21] often referred as REA
algorithm for reconstruct-evolve-average, is a first-order upwind-type scheme, where Rie-
mann problems are solved at each grid cell interface before each time step to determine the
numerical flux for that time step.
It is natural to extend original Godunov’s method to the wave-propagation forms. Recall










Figure 3.1: An illustration of the resulting waves from the boundaries of the ith grid cell.
The Riemann problem is solved at each cell interface, and the wave is indicated. After time
∆t, for example, the wave W2i−1/2 has moved a distance λ2∆t into the cell.
For instance, Figure 3.1, the pth wave propagates at speed sp, and after time ∆t it has
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moved a distance sp∆t. It follows that the effect of the pth wave on the cell average is to





Each of the waves entering the cell has a contribution to the cell, and the new cell average
















The cell average is affected by all right-going wave from edge i − 1/2 and by all left-going
waves from edge i+ 1/2.
3.3 Approximate Riemann Solvers
It is often quite expensive to explore the full solution to a Riemann problem. Instead,
an approximate Riemann solver is more practical. A wide variety of approximate Riemann
solvers have been proposed that can be applied much more cheaply than the exact Riemann
solver and yet give results that in many cases are equally good when used in the Godunov
method. The basic idea of approximate Riemann solvers it to use a solution to some
related linear problem at each grid cell interface to approximate the true nonlinear Riemann
solution. Note that a linear Riemann problem has a solution that consists of a set of
discontinuities or waves propagating at speeds equal to the eigenvalues of the constant
Jacobian. It is natural to use an linearized problem to replace the nonlinear problem at
each cell,
qˆt + Aˆi−1/2qˆx = 0, (3.10)
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where Aˆi−1/2 and qˆ are locally valid approximations to f ′(q) and q, and Aˆi−1/2 should be
diagonalizable with real eigenvlaues. By calculating the eigenvectors rˆpi−1/2 and eigenspeeds














[f ′(Qi−1) + f ′(Qi)]. (3.12)
Note that the average does not guarantee the properties that Aˆi−1/2 should be diagonalizable






3.3.1 The Roe Solver
One of the notable linearization solver with several nice properties is the Roe linearization,
or a Roe solver. This was originally developed for the Euler equations by Roe [36], but
it has been extended to the shallow water equations. The Roe solver is based on suitable
combination of f ′(Qi−1) and f ′(Qi) in the Riemann problem. The Roe average is chosen to
meet
f(Qi)− f(Qi−1) = Aˆi−1/2(Qi −Qi−1). (3.14)
By considering a decomposition of (Qi − Qi−1) into the eigenvectors of Aˆi−1/2, it is easy
to see that if (3.14) is satisfied, the solution to a linear Riemann problem with Jacobian Aˆ
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where, as usual, the formulas have been written in terms of the more familiar variables h
and u rather than q.
The eigenvalues, or “Roe speeds”, are
sˆ1i−1/2 = uˆi−1/2 −
√
ghˆi−1/2, sˆ2i−1/2 = uˆi−1/2 +
√
ghˆi−1/2, (3.16)








3.3.2 The HLL and HLLE solvers
Harten, Lax and Van Leer [23] introduces the HLL solver which provides a simple con-
servative alternative to the Roe linearization. This is one approach based on estimating
the smallest and largest wave speeds arising in the Riemann solution. Instead of using an
explicit linearization of the Jacobian, the HLL solver constructs a conservative solution by
requiring that two discontinuities propagate at predetermined speeds, s1 and s2, s2 > s1,
where the speeds are based on Qi−1 and Qi. The solver only uses two waves to represent the
Riemann solution regardless of the real number of waves. There will be a single unknown
state Qˆi−1/2 in between implying,
W1i−1 = Qˆi−1/2 −Qi−1 W2i−1 = Qi − Qˆi−1/2. (3.18)
The middle state Qˆi−1/2 between the two discontinuities is then determined by applying
the conservation law to the region
s1i−1/2(Qˆi−1/2 −Qi−1) + s2i−1/2(Qi − Qˆi−1/2) = f(Qi)− f(Qi−1), (3.19)
and the middle state can be solved
Qˆi−1/2 =
f(Qi)− f(Qi−1)− s2i−1/2Qi + s1i−1/2Qi−1
s1i−1/2 − s2i−1/2
. (3.20)
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The properties of the HLL solver depends to the pre-chosen speeds s1 and s2. For the shallow
water equations, the HLL solver has the nice property of the Roe solver for connecting a
single shock wave, in which the approximate solution agrees with the true solution.
















where λpi is the pth eigenvalue of the Jacobean f
′(Qi) and λˆ
p
i−1/2 is the pth eigenvalue of
the Roe average, or the Roe speeds. The speeds (3.21) were studied by Einfeldt [13], which
is referred to as the Einfeldt speeds, and denote them s1 and s
2
 . For the shallow water












The Einfeldt speeds will be discussed further below, see also [14].
3.4 Wave Propagation Algorithms
We already talked about the wave propagation form of the Godunov method. Here we
take a closer look at wave propagation methods. The standard Godunov-methods are
flux differencing methods (3.5), where exact or approximate solvers are used to determine
a numerical flux (3.6), which are conservative regardless of the form of the approximate
Riemann solution. Note that the effect of moving waves Wp can be directly re-averaged
onto the computational grid cells. This is the idea behind the wave propagation algorithms
and also critical for the intermediate update used in the algorithms in Chapter 7. Recall a






and a corresponding set of speeds spi−1/2, p = 1, · · · ,Mw. Reaveraging these waves onto the
adjacent grid cells, the change of the average value to the right is written as







and to the left











































Note that (3.28) is a more generally applicable approach than the flux differencing approach
(3.5) even when the Riemann solution has a discontinuity. For a conservation law, (3.28)
should maintain
f(Qi)− f(Qi−1) = A−∆Qi−1/2 +A+∆Qi−1/2. (3.29)
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The fluctuations may be defined in terms of the interface fluxes as
A+∆Qi−1/2 = f(Qi)− Fi−1/2,
A−∆Qi+1/2 = Fi+1/2 − f(Qi).
(3.30)





which is equivalent to (3.13).
3.4.1 The f-wave Method
The f -wave Method is an alternative way to specify an approximate Riemann solver. It
has advantages in dealing with source terms, which will be discussed in later sections. The
wave propagation method generally produces a set of wave basis vectors and projects the
jump Qi−Qi−1 on the vectors. The f -wave approach instead decompose the flux difference










where Zpi−1/2 ∈ Rm is called an f -wave, since it carries the same dimension as the flux, like
spi−1/2Wpi−1/2 (see [1]). For convenience, we identify the waves of the f -wave methods as
Zpi−1/2 = βpi−1/2rpi−1/2. (3.33)





As before, some set of speeds spi−1/2, p = 1, · · · ,Mw are associated with the waves. The
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Write the wave-propagation methods directly in terms of Zpi−1/2 is more satisfying in cases
where a wave speed is near zero and (3.34) might break down.
3.5 Depth Positivity and Vacuum States
For the shallow water equations, the depth should never be negative due to physics. How-
ever, it is well known that nonphysical negative values for the depth happen in the shallow
water equations under certain conditions. This is often referred as the vacuum state prob-
lem.
3.5.1 The Roe Solver
Unfortunately the Roe solver can fail completely in maintaining positivity of the depth h
for the shallow water equations. Recall that the Roe decomposition for the shallow water
equations







corresponds to two discontinuities. The middle depth can be written as
h∗ = hl + α1rˆ1 = hr − α2rˆ2, (3.37)
corresponds to the intersection of the vectors rˆ1 and rˆ2 in phase space. Consider a initial
condition where (hu)r  (hu)l, large rarefactions are associated and positivity can be
violated. This type of Riemann problem will be described in detail later.
3.5.2 The HLLE Method
Einfeldt suggests the speeds (3.21) originally to preserve the net positivity of density for the
Euler equations [14]. The positivity of h∗ is guaranteed by in the shallow water equations
by using the Einfeldt speeds.
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Theorem 3.5.1. The middle state Einfeldt depth h∗
h∗ =
(hu)l − (hu)r + s2hr − s1hl
s2 − s1
, (3.38)
defined by using (4.27) and (3.38) for the shallow water equations, is always non-negative.
Proof. For the denominator,


















(hu)l − (hu)r + s2hr − s1hl









≥hlul − hrur + (ur +
√









Theorem 3.5.1 is intuitive since the values s1 and s
2
 are chosen as some lower and upper
bounds on all the characteristic speeds that arise in the true Riemann solution. For a system
of more than two equations, only using the fastest and slowest waves in the system may
lead to as loss of resolution for waves traveling at intermediate speeds.
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3.6 Numerical Treatment of Source Terms
3.6.1 The Fractional Step Method
So far, we have only considered homogeneous conservation laws of the form qt + f(q)x = 0.
The numerical method described for homogeneous conservation laws can be still used by
incorporating the source term with a separate integration step. This is referred to as the
fractional step method, or operator splitting method. One standard approach is to first
solve the homogeneous conservation law
qt + f(q)x = 0, (3.40)
to advance Qn by time step ∆t to obtain an intermediate state Q∗, and then followed by
an integration of set of ODEs
qt = ψ(q, x), (3.41)





The effect of alternating between these two steps incorporates the source term. Accuracy
of the individual methods can be inherited by the overall method (yet only up to second
order, see [30]) given specific formulations of the order and size of the time steps (see [40]).
This approach is very robust for many applications, but fails in situations where there
is a steady state that exists due to a nontrivial balance f(q)x ≈ ψ. In this case it is well
known (see, for instance, [29, 1]) that fractional stepping fails to preserve the steady state,
or resolve small deviations to it. If f(q)x ≈ ψ, and both terms are large, the distinct steps
for (3.40) and (3.41) must nearly and precisely undo each other, which is not always true.
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This situation is precisely what occurs with the shallow water equations, where the “lake at
rest” steady state over variable bathymetry is due to a nontrivial balance 12g(h
2)x = −ghbx.
3.6.2 The f-wave Approach to Source Terms
Instead of using a fractional step method, we modify the homogeneous f -wave by incorpo-





where Ψi−1/2∆x is some approximation to
∫ xi+1
xi−1 ψ(q, x)dx. The fluctuations at grid cell
interfaces are then defined in the standard way (3.35), and the standard updating formula
(3.28) can be used. For the shallow water equations with bathymetry, it is natural to
approximate the source term ∆xghBx at xi−1/2 by 12g(hi−1 + hi)(Bi − Bi−1), resulting in







i )− (hi−1u2i−1 + 12gh2i−1) + 12g(hi−1 + hi)(Bi −Bi−1)
 . (3.44)
This vector is decomposed into f-waves, for example by writing it as a linear combination
of the eigenvectors rpi−1/2.
An alternative approximation for the source term suggested by George [19] is based on
smooth steady states, ∫




(bi − bi−1), (3.45)
where
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It is shown that this augmented Riemann solver has good performance with small pertur-
bations and dry state.
3.7 High Resolution Methods
The Godunov-type methods constructed so far to solve Riemann problem converge to first-
order accurate and numerically diffusive. Various second-order methods, such as the Lax-
Wendroff or Beam-Warming method can give better accuracy on smooth solution, but fail
near discontinuities. To obtain a high-resolution method, a hybrid of both Godunov’s
method and the Lax-Wendroff method is constructed and then apply limiters to avoid the
nonphysical oscillations that often happen in the region around discontinuities.
By introducing correction terms into (3.28), the wave propagation algorithm can be









(F˜i+1/2 − F˜i−1/2), (3.48)
where F˜i±1/2 are limited second-order correction fluxes, which are based on the waves re-













Here W˜pi−1/2 = φWpi−1/2 is a limited version of the original wave Wpi−1/2, obtained by com-
paring this jump with the jump at the neighboring Riemann problem. A variety of choosing
φ will be discussed later. Similarly, for the f -wave approach, the second-order correction
terms can be written in terms of Z˜pi−1/2. Given Zpi−1/2 = sgn(spi−1/2)|spi−1/2|Wpi−1/2, the
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where Z˜pi−1/2 = φZpi−1/2. The function ψ is the flux-limiter function, and setting φ = 1 gives
the second-order Lax-Wendroff method. Note that if f -waves incorporates source terms by
(3.43), then it limits the deviations from the steady state.
3.7.1 Limiters
The purpose of limiter is to measure the smoothness of the solution by comparing the
jump in the solution in neighboring grid cells, and limit the waves in (3.49) or (3.50). The
limiter is specially designed to isolate when a steep gradient or shock exist and limit that









i− 1 if spi−1/2 > 0,
i+ 1 if spi−1/2 < 0.
(3.52)
Note that if θni−1/2 ≈ 1 the solution is relatively smooth, if θni−1/2 ≈ 0 the solution has a
steep gradient or discontinuity. The minmod function is a widely used function that gives
second-order accuracy for smooth solutions while still satisfying the TVD property,
φ(θ) = max(0,min(1, θ)) (3.53)
which compares the two slopes and chooses the one that is smaller in magnitude. Another
popular choice, the monotonized central-difference limiter (MC limiter),
φ(θ) = max(0,min((1 + θ)/2, 2, 2θ)) (3.54)
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produces a method that varies between Fromms method (φ = 2), the Lax-Wendroff method
(φ = 1) and the first-order Godunov method (φ = 0) (see [30]). From here multiple limiters





Fromm 12(1 + θ)
Nonlinear minmod minmod(1,θ)
superbee max(0,min(1, 2θ),min(2, θ))
MC max(0,min((1 + θ)/2, 2, 2θ))
van Leer θ+|θ|1+|θ|
Table 3.1: List of some common limiters




|Qni −Qn+1i |. (3.55)
A two-level method is called a total variation diminishing (TVD) method, if the method
satisfies TV (Qn+1i ) ≤ TV (Qni ). This in turn allows convergence to shocks without spurious
oscillations.
For nonlinear system of conservation laws, some variable θ that measures that local








i− 1 if spi−1/2 > 0,
i+ 1 if spi−1/2 < 0,
(3.57)
is small if |Wpi−1/2|  |WpI−1/2|, or if the pth eigenvector varies significantly.
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3.8 Extension to Multiple Dimensions
This thesis has been devoted to the one-dimensional theory and algorithms, but the wave
propagation algorithms can be extended to multidimensional hyperbolic problem. Limited
flux corrections can be added to achieve high resolution at each interface, but for full
second-order accuracy, some transverse terms must be included (see [30] for more details).
In two dimensions a conservation law without the source term takes the form
qt + f(q)x + g(q)y = 0. (3.58)






q(x, y, tn)dxdy, (3.59)
where Cij = {[xi−1/2, xi+1/2]× [yi−1/2, yi+1/2]} is the rectangular grid cell. Integrating (3.58)
from tn to tn+1 and divide by the cell area ∆x∆y, then it leads the first-order extension to









(B+∆Qi,j−1/2 + B−∆Qi,j+1/2), (3.60)
where the fluctuations A±∆Qi±1/2,j are defined as in Section 3.4 and B±∆Qi,j±1/2 are
defined in the same logical way at the other two cell interfaces.
Motivated by the one-dimensional method, we rewrite the two dimensional method with















(G˜i,j+1/2 − G˜i,j−1/2), (3.61)
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where G˜i,j±1/2 are defined in the same logical way as F˜i±1/2,j . Setting F˜ = G˜ = 0 leads to
the Godunov method.
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Chapter 4
The Shallow Water Equations
A variety of physical problems are governed by mathematical models so called shallow
water type. A basic assumption made in the derivation of the approximate shallow water
theory is that the vertical acceleration of the water has a negligible effect on the pressure,
which results that the shallow water equations are a time-dependent nonlinear hyperbolic
partial differential equations (PDEs). In this chapter we will review the shallow water
equations. First the shallow water are derived. Secondly, solutions to the Riemann problem
are investigated. Finally, we will take a closer look at the source term due to variable
bathymetry.
4.1 The Shallow Water Approximation and Derivation
The shallow water equations can be derived with a hydrostatic assumption about the flow
that fluid parcels are in vertical equilibrium due to a balance of gravity and the vertical
pressure gradient. Given this assumption, the shallow water equations can be derived for
an incompressible inviscid free surface flow.
Let the free surface boundary be z = η(x, y, t) and a fixed bottom boundary z = b(x, y).
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With a flow velocity u ≡ (u, v, w) and an incompressible inviscid fluid of uniform density
ρ, the flow is governed by the incompressibility condition
∇ · u = 0, (4.1)





+ u · ∇u
)
= −∇P − ρgzˆ. (4.2)
where gzˆ is the gravitational force in the z-direction and P (x, y, z, t) is the pressure. The
PDEs (4.1) and (4.2) are complemented with kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions
on z = b(x, y) and z = η(x, y, t) (refer to [39, 43] for more details). The crucial simplifying
assumption for shallow water theory is that the pressure is strictly hydrostatic,
∂P (x, y, z, t)
∂z
= −ρg, and uz = vz = wz = 0. (4.3)
Neglecting the atmospheric pressure, integrate vertically implies
P (x, y, z, t) = ρg(η(x, y, t)− z). (4.4)
One approach is to apply the perturbation procedure for all quantities using relevant
physical scales of a particular problem (see [39, 43, 25]). Given the relevant horizontal





and the pressure is written as an asymptotic series,
P (x, y, z, t) = P0(x, y, z, t) + P1(x, y, z, t) + 
2P2(x, y, z, t) + · · · , (4.6)
it can be proved that
P0(x, y, z, t) = ρg(η(x, y, t)− z). (4.7)
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(4.7) is taken to be the pressure in shallow water theory then without considering higher
order corrections.
Given the hydrostatic pressure assumption, the shallow water equations can be derived
directly from conservation. Consider an arbitrary control volume three dimensional space:
V = {(x, y, z) : (x, y) ∈ Ω, b(x, y) ≤ z ≤ η(x, y, t)}, (4.8)









ρu · n, (4.9)
where n = (nx, ny, nz) is the unit normal vector of the surface ∂V and u(x, y, z, t) = (u, v, w)
is the speed. Since the density ρ is constant and w · nz = 0, there is no contribution to the
surface integral in (4.9) from the top and bottom boundaries:
∂Vη = {(x, y, z) : (x, y) ∈ Ω, z = η(x, y, t)},
∂Vb = {(x, y, z) : (x, y) ∈ Ω, z = b(x, y)}.
(4.10)








hu⊥ · n⊥, (4.11)
where u⊥ = (u, v)T is the horizontal velocity field, n⊥ = (nx, ny)T is the outward direction
normal to ∂Ω and h(x, y, t) = η(x, y, t)− b(x, y).
Next we consider the momentum equation. Let ∂Vs denotes the vertical boundaries of
V:
Vs = V − {∂Vη ∪ ∂Vb}, (4.12)
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The first surface integral in (4.13) is due to the advection of momentum across the
boundaries, and the last two integrals are the net horizontal force due to the pressure on
the boundaries. Since we assume the pressure at the surface is zero, that is, ignoring the





























The integral is a surface integral on ∂Vb with ∇⊥ ≡ ( ∂∂x , ∂∂y )T . The constant density can
again be dropped from (4.14). Similar method can be used for deriving multilayer shallow
water equations (see [31]).
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For many applications there will be additional source terms such as Coriolis forces, wind
forces, bottom fiction, etc. The conservative integral form (4.15) does not require assump-
tions about smoothness of the top boundary z = η(x, y, t).
4.2 The Shallow Water Equations







































where h(x, y, t) is the nonnegative fluid depth, u(x, y, t) is the fluid velocity in the x-
direction, v(x, y, t) is the fluid velocity in the y-direction, b(x, y) is the elevation of the
bottom surface and g is the gravitational constant (shown in Figure 4.1). Note that the
bathymetry b(x, y) is independent of time here.
Figure 4.1: Illustration a free surface flow governed by the shallow water equations (4.16).
The fluid depth is h(x, y, t), the fluid velocities are u(x, y, t) and v(x, y, t), and b(x, y) is the
bottom elevation and the free surface is at z = h(x, y, t) + b(x, y).
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For theoretical examination and algorithm illustration in Chapter 7, it is convenient to
discuss the one dimensional form of the shallow water equations with source term







If the bottom elevation is flat, bx ≡ 0, (4.18) reduces to the homogeneous shallow water
equations:







4.3 The Riemann Problem
We already discussed about Riemann problems in the context of hyperbolic conservation
laws and finite volume methods. In this section we will solve exactly the Riemann problem
for the homogeneous shallow water equations,










ql if x < 0,





Since the characteristic fields for the shallow water equations are genuinely nonlinear, the
left and right waves are either shock or rarefactions. Recall that, for the shallow water
equations the Riemann invariants
w1(q) ≡ u+ 2
√
gh,
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hold through an integral curve of the first and second characteristic fields respectively. The
Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions must be satisfied at discontinuities, which take the form










and [[·]] indicates the difference across the jump discontinuity and s is the propagation speed
of the discontinuity. Now consider a problem that the states can be connected to a middle
state q∗ by a shock. Recall the the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions for a shock is
s(q∗ − q) = f(q∗)− f(q). (4.23)
Then the shallow water equations must satisfy
s(h∗ − h) = h∗u∗ − hu,





























(h∗ − h). (4.26)
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Theorem 4.3.1. A solution of (4.19) is the correct entropy-satisfying solution if and only
if it has the following properties:
(i). A 1-shock connects ql to q
∗ if and only if h∗ > hl.
(ii). A 2-shock connects qr to q
∗ if and only if h∗ > hr.
(iii). A 1-rarefaction connects ql to q
∗ if and only if h∗ ≤ hl.
(iv). A 2-rarefaction connects qr to q
∗ if and only if h∗ ≤ hr.
Proof. There are four possible cases to consider. Since the homogeneous shallow water
equations are strictly hyperbolic and genuinely nonlinear, q∗ is connected to states ql and
qr by either a shock or a rarefaction in the corresponding characteristic fields. It will
therefore suffice to prove the contrapositive to (i) and (ii).
Suppose that a 2-wave connecting qr to q
∗ is a rarefaction, which implies λ2(qr) ≥ λ2(q∗).


















implying h∗ ≤ hr.
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Conversely, suppose that h∗ ≤ hr. If 2-wave connecting qr to q∗ is a shock, we have:
u∗ +
√
gh∗ > ur +
√
ghr










































However, (4.29) and (4.30) are contradictory since they imply 0 ≥ u∗ − ur > 0. Therefore,
if h∗ ≤ hr, then a rarefaction must connect qr to q∗.
Theorem 4.3.1 associates (4.20) and (4.27) allows us to uniquely determine the middle
solution q∗.
Proposition 4.3.2. The solution q∗ for (4.19) is given by the root of the equation



































if h > hr.
(4.33)
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Proof. There are four possible cases in total. If the 1-wave is a rarefaction, then Riemann
invariants lead




ghl) = ul − ϕ1(h∗;hl).
If the 2-wave is a rarefaction, similarly, we have




ghr) = ur + ϕ
2(h∗;hr).
If the 1-wave is a shock, then by using (4.26), we have











= ul − ϕ1(h∗;hl).
And if the 2-wave is a shock, similarly,











= ur + ϕ
2(h∗;hr).
Under all of the conditions, the equation
f(h∗) = ϕ1(h∗;hl) + ϕ2(h∗;hr) + ∆u = 0 (4.34)
holds, and thus h∗ is the root of (4.34).
In addition, we have
u(h) = ul − ϕ1(h;hl), (4.35)
for u and h through any 1-wave connected to ul, and
u(h) = ur + ϕ
2(h;hr). (4.36)
for u and h through any 2-wave connected to ur. Therefore, u
∗ can be found by evaluating
(4.35) and (4.36), as
u∗ =
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Before diving on solving f(h) = 0 to find h∗, we take a close look at the properties of
f(h).
Theorem 4.3.3. The function f(h) defined by (4.31) has the following properties:
(i). It is a monotonically increasing function of h.
(ii). It is continuous and has continuous derivatives, even at h = hl and h = hr.
(iii). It is convex: f ′′(h) < 0.
The properties in Theorem 4.3.3 are straightforward analysis. Refer to [18] for more
details. It is easy to determine if each respective wave in the Riemann solution is a shock
or rarefaction, simply by evaluating f(hl) and f(hr). Define
hmin = min(hl, hr), hmax = max(hl, hr). (4.38)
By Theorem 4.3.1 and Theorem 4.3.3, we have
CASE 1: f(hmin) ≥ 0 ⇔ two rarefactions,
CASE 2: f(hmax) ≥ 0 > f(hmin) ⇔ one shock, rarefaction,
CASE 3: f(hmax) < 0 ⇔ two shocks.
(4.39)
Figure 4.2 provide a clear illustration of f(h) for each of the three cases. The h∗ is the cross
point of function f(h) and horizontal axis. The basis of (4.39) is clear since the root h∗
must lie relative to hmin and hmax. Determining whether case 2 has a 1-shock or 2-shock
simply depends on which is greater hl or hr. Note that only nonnegative h can be the root
of f(h), it is possible that no root will exist.
Since we require the candidate root to be nonnegative, when h∗ is less than hmin, solving
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Figure 4.2: Characterizations of the Riemann problem for the shallow water equations by







then the quantity squared in (4.40) is negative, and (4.40) is no longer valid. Here (∆u)crit
is a critical value of the velocity difference, defined by (4.43). The negative value for h is
obviously nonphysical, and the case h∗ = 0 is admissible. We call this the incipient dry bed







(∆u)crit > ∆u, (4.43)
as the depth positivity condition.
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Since there is no closed-form solution to (4.31), we solve numerically the nonlinear
equation. Given the simple behavior of f(h) discussed above, one reasonable approach is
the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme




where k is the iteration steps. The iteration is stopped when the change in h is smaller
than a preset tolerance.
4.4 Dry State Riemann Problems
4.4.1 Incipient Cavitation
In previous discussions, we solved the Riemann problem for the case that the depth is strictly
positive everywhere. However, there is not a physical root for f(h) and the middle state h∗
cannot be determined by (4.34) if ∆u > (∆u)crit. The case h
∗ = 0 is physically admissible
and it could happen in the case that a strong double rarefaction that leads to a dry middle
state. Consider the case where dry state is on the right side, the solution consists of a single
1-rarefaction associated with the left eigenvalue and a contact discontinuity coinciding with
the tail of the rarefaction, which is often referred to as wet-dry interface. Using the integral
curves to determine the speed of the wet-dry interfaces, the 1-Riemann invariant holds
throughout the integral curve connecting the left state ql to the state just to the left of the
dry region, denoted q∗− . Since h∗− = 0, applying (4.20) gives
u∗− = ul + 2
√
ghl. (4.45)
The wet/dry interface is moving at the speed
λ1(q∗−) = u∗− = ul + 2
√
ghl. (4.46)
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Similarly, if the dry state is on the left side, the solution consists of a 2-rarefaction whose
tail coincides with the wet-dry interface. The speed of the wet-dry interface to the right of
the dry region is
λ2(q∗+) = u∗+ = ur − 2
√
ghr. (4.47)
Another scenario is that a dry state is not present at t = 0 but is generated in the interaction
of the data states. Then there are two rarefactions attaching to their tails and a dry state
is created between them. Note that ∆u > (∆u)crit implies that
λ2(q∗+) > λ1(q∗−), (4.48)
which is consistent with existence of a growing dry region. In fact, ∆u = (∆u)crit exactly
when
λ1(q∗−) = λ2(q∗+), (4.49)
and the dry region appears as a single point.
4.4.1.1 Initial Dry State
In this section we focus on initial dry state Riemann problem where initially either hl = 0
or hr = 0. This is also a common situation in real applications and it is critical for the
barrier aware Riemann solver. In this type of Riemann problem, the wet state must be
connected to the dry state through some set of waves. Note that, if h∗ > 0, Theorem 4.3.1
requires that a 2-shock connects q∗ to the dry state qr, which is impossible. Recall the
Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions
s(hr − h∗) = (hu)r − (hu)∗,
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where s is the shock speed. Given hr = 0, solving for h
∗ in (4.50) gives h∗ = 0, which
implies that the middle state must also be a dry state, h∗ = 0, and the 2-wave does not
exist. Applying the Riemann invariants, the speed of the wet-dry interface can be found to
be
λ1(q∗−) = u∗− = ul + 2
√
ghl, (4.51)
which is same to the incipient cavitation problem, except that only the 1-rarefaction exists.
For the initial dry state problem with conditions hr > 0 and hl = 0, only the 2-rarefaction
exists, and the speed of the wet-dry interface is
λ2(q∗+) = u∗+ = ur − 2
√
ghr. (4.52)
For the numerical implementation, h∗ calculation is very important for us to deal with
barriers. The representation of the barrier often cause initial dry condition. One approach
to handle is to compare h∗ with barrier height. If the h∗ is higher than the barrier, then we
face a wet-dry interface problem. If the h∗ is lower than the barrier, we replace the barrier
by a ghost cell with same depth h and opposite momentum hu. More details and numerical
results are provided in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5
The h-box Method
Berger and LeVeque [4, 5, 7, 8] describe a Cartesian grid method for time-accurate solution of
the Euler equation in complex geometries. The main idea of the work to generate grids which
follow solid boundaries without special treatment. Instead, solids are simply embedded into
the grid, with no regard for matching grid lines to the body. The h-box method successfully
calculates stable fluxes for cut-cells. In addition, Berger and Helzel [3] describes a simplified
h-box method. The basic idea of the h-box method is to reconstruct a larger numerical
domain of dependence on a face in such a way that the conservative update on a small cell
is formed of fluxes which nearly cancel. While the h-box method as implemented by Berger
and LeVeque is not discussed in great details, certain programming complexities and limits
of that scheme should be addressed. In the case of numerical solution, e.g., for the Euler
equations of inviscid gas flow, it is therefore necessary to reconstruct information inside
the solid body with reflecting boundary conditions, in order that normal h-boxes using
information from inside the solid will produce fluxes satisfying zero normal-flux boundary
conditions. Furthermore, for shallow water equations with barriers, reflecting boundary
conditions are not always suitable since the water can overtop and flood to the other side.
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More details are provided in Chapter 7.
5.1 CFL Constraint on a Sub-grid
The representation of barriers bring additional challenges, since the barrier would intersect
cells causing some of the cells to take on irregular grids. A variety of approaches can be used
to deal with these non-rectangular shapes with modest restrictions on the barrier, however,
the real problem with arbitrarily cutting a cell is that the resulting cell area can become
arbitrarily small relative to the surrounding cells. The resulting scheme requires that time
steps are restricted such that waves move through at most one mesh cell, which means the
Courant number is no larger than one,
CFL = ∆tmax
i




This can lead to severe restrictions of the time step due to CFL constraints even though
only a small handful of cells may have a small effective area.
To combat this restriction, one of the most obvious ways is to involve merging neigh-
boring, small cells together but it has the drawback that this approach becomes difficult to
implement in more complex or higher-dimensional situations [2, 10, 15, 35, 44]. Another
alternative is to redistribute the fluxes computed on the cells that are cut by the barrier.
The small cells receive proportionally less flux than a full cell would and the remaining flux
is redistributed to the surrounding cells [9, 11, 34]. In practice this approach appears to
be globally second order accurate but is only first order at the barrier. A broad class of
methods that are interpolation based, such as ghost cell schemes are also possible [12, 16].
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5.2 One-dimensional h-box method
The brief introduction to h-box method one space dimension is given where the mesh is
uniform of mesh width h except for one small cell with mesh width αh in the middle, where
0 < α < 1 (see Figure 5.1). Recall the finite volume scheme
d
dt
Qj(t) = − 1
hj
(F(Qj(t), Qj+1(t))−F(Qj−1(t), Qj(t))), (5.2)
where hj = h for all cells except the kth cell hk = αh and the flux F(Qj , Qj+1) depends only
on the neighboring cells. Due to the small cell, the numerical method has to be modified in
order to satisfy the stability condition (5.1) which may cause the limitations for time steps
∆t. Since this work is concerned rather with a large time-step method, special treatments
at small cells are required to guarantee a necessary stability condition.
Figure 5.1: The model problem in one space dimension has one small cell in the middle of
the domain with mesh width αh, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The boxes below the axis indicate the h-boxes
used to compute the flux at the left interface of the small cell.
It is logical to increase stability by extending the cells used for fluxes calculation, since
the stability of the Godunov method on a non-uniform grid depends on the cut cells. Thus,
Berger and LeVeque [7] defines new left and right states over boxes of length h at the edges
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of the small cell. The basic idea of the h-box method is to approximate the numerical fluxes
at the interfaces of a small cell based on states over region of length h, where h is chosen as a
regular cell size in our discussion. By doing it in an appropriate way, the numerical method
would remain stable with time steps based on a CFL condition for the regular cells. For
the advection equation, it is easy to prove that the fluxes satisfies cancellation properties,




Qk(t) = − 1
αh
(F(QLk+1/2(t), QRk+1/2(t))−F(QLk−1/2(t), QRk−1/2(t))), (5.3)
where the states QL, QR are averages over boxes of length h extending to the left and right






are indicated at the bottom of
Figure 5.1 for the cell edge k − 12 to the left of the small cell.
Using the f -wave algorithm with the notation adopted, then the update in the small
















































































and (5.4) reduces to the first order accurate
f -wave algorithm that is valid in the regular parts of the grid. For the systems without







can be removed and (5.4) reduces to the first order accurate
wave propagation algorithm. The formula is valid for linear and nonlinear equations as well
as systems of conservation laws, assuming we have a Riemann solver that provides us a
decomposition of QR −QL.
Figure 5.2 shows the right box, QRk−1/2, at the interface to the left of the small cell. The
values Qk and Qk+1 represent the averages of kth and (k+ 1)th cells, and the dotted line is
a piecewise linear reconstruction in cell k+1. Define the solution value of the h-box QRk−1/2

















= αQk + (1− α)(Qk+1 − αh
2
∇Qk+1),
= αQk + (1− α)(Qk+1 + (x¯− xk+1)∇Qk+1), (5.7)
where the point x¯ = xk +
h
2 = xk+1 − αh2 is the centroid of the portion of the integral
overlapping cell k + 1.
For the first order scheme, setting the gradient ∇Qk+1 = 0, it reduces to
QRk−1/2 = αQk + (1− α)Qk+1,
QLk+1/2 = αQk + (1− α)Qk−1.
(5.8)
The other two boxes QLk−1/2 and Q
R
k+1/2 overlap exactly with a mesh cell, and the h-box
values are simply the cell average for the regular cells. In order to achieve the higher order
scheme, we construct QRk−1/2 using linear interpolation on the grid cells overlapped by the
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Figure 5.2: Notation for the definition of h-box QRk−1/2.
h-box. Applying a backward difference ∇Qk+1 = Qk+1−Qkxk+1−xk , the resulting formulas are
QRk−1/2 =








Writing h-box values in general form
QRk−1/2 = λQk + (1− λ)Qk+1,
QLk+1/2 = λQk + (1− λ)Qk−1.
(5.10)
where λ = α for the first order scheme and λ = 2α1+α for the second order scheme. The
resulting method with a second order (5.9) Lax-Wendroff flux function has been shown in
[6] to be second order. In addition, according to the theory in [22], the scheme with the cut
cell is stable as α→ 0.
Consider the model problem shown in Figure 5.3. A zero-width wall separate the cell
into two parts with mesh width αh and (1− α)h respectively. We suppose that the wall is
high enough to keep the water from overtopping, and the wall reflects water without mass
or momentum loss. Then, we have
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Figure 5.3: The model problem in one space dimension has a barrier (solid bold line)
separating a cell into two parts with mesh width αh and (1 − α)h. The boxes below the
axis indicate the h-boxes used to compute the flux at the interface k − 1/2, k + 1/2 and
k + 3/2 respectively.
QLk−1/2 = Qk−1 Q
R
k−1/2 = αQk + (1− α)Q†k+1, (5.11)
QLk+1/2 =
(1− α)Qk−1 + 2αQk
1 + α
QRk+1/2 =
(2− 2α)Qk+1 + αQk+2
2− α , (5.12)
QLk+3/2 = αQ
†









If the wall is not high enough to prevent water from passing over, then we resort to
other approaches discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
Barrier Aware Riemann Solver
In this section, we study a numerical method that solves the shallow water equations in
the presence of barriers in more realistic scenarios. We restrict ourselves to barriers that
effectively act as non-porous barriers as long as the water does not overtop the barrier.
A robust Riemann solver is designed that can represent a barrier placed at the edge of a
grid cell. The new method will be compared to the case where the original augmented solver
has a single cell width barrier. This also provides the theoretical basis for the construction
of the new solver as a limit as this cell’s width goes to zero. Important properties that
must be maintained include mass and momentum conservation when appropriate, the well-
balancing properties, and the robustness along the wet-dry interface. Figure 6.1 shows
the basic concept of the Riemann solver’s proposed capabilities. In Figure 6.1a water is
retained to the left of the barrier keeping mass from leaking to the other side while an
incoming wave may overtop the barrier. In Figure 6.1b the wave has hit the barrier, part
of which is reflected back and some is able to spill over to the other side. The final state is
represented in Figure 6.1c where the reflected wave and water that has crested the barrier
and is averaged back into the grid cells.




Figure 6.1: Illustration of the type of problem the Riemann solver proposed would have to
be able to do. Here the existing water at left of the barrier (the black solid line) has an initial
positive momentum (velocity). In this case this incoming wave has enough momentum so
that the wave overcomes the barrier and leads to flooding on the other side of the barrier.
Also note that there is a component that is also reflected.
6.1 Wave Redistribution
Here we introduce the method used to redistribute the waves next to the wall. In practical
applications, the width of barriers are often significantly smaller than practical mesh sizes.
It is natural to then assume a wall as zero-width in a numerical model. However, a physical
wall inserted in the cell cannot then be treated as bathymetry, and the communications
between the wall and water are non-negligible. We first consider the model that a zero-
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width wall is placed at the edge of a grid cell in one dimension, see Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: The model problem in one space dimension has a wall (solid bold line) placing
at the edge k + 1/2.
Due to the representation of the zero-width barrier presented in Figure 6.3a, the conven-
tional Riemann solver we discussed in previous sections cannot be directly applied. Unlike
the case that Riemann solver can handle where a barrier is the width of the cell, as the
barrier has no width, water cannot be maintained on top of the barrier. Ghost cells are
needed to build the bridge. Instead, solve two Riemann problems each with bathymetry in
the opposing cell equal in height to the wall. Take the waves that would be going onto the
wall and redistribute them into the waves that are going into the cells. Finally reincorporate
the waves and remove the ghost wall cell. Given the data QLk+1/2 and b
L
k+1/2 in cell k and
QRk+1/2 and b
R
k+1/2 in cell k + 1, two ghost cells are constructed to help compute proper
waves Z1k+1/2 and Z2k+1/2 shown in Figure 6.3a. A ghost cell with bR−k+1/2 and QR−k+1/2 is
placed at the right of the barrier. The waves Z1−k+1/2 and Z2−k+1/2 are computed using f -wave
method. Similarly, a ghost cell with bL+k+1/2 and Q
L+
k+1/2 is placed at the left of the barrier
and waves Z1−k+1/2 and Z2−k+1/2 are computed. The proper setting of bR−k+1/2, QR−k+1/2, bL+k+1/2
and QL+k+1/2 will be discussed in Section 6.2.
Given the four waves represented by the eigenvectors rp and scalar wave strengths βp,
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we write the waves computed using an f -wave method associated with ghost cells
Z1−k+1/2 = β1k+1/2r1, Z2−k+1/2 = β2k+1/2r2,
Z1+k+1/2 = β3k+1/2r3, Z2+k+1/2 = β4k+1/2r4,
and vector R and corresponding coefficient vector β
R = [r1, r2, r3, r4], β = [β1, β2, β3, β4]. (6.1)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.3: (a) is a diagram of wave redistribution along the zero-width barrier at the grid
cell edge k + 1/2. Due to the representation of the barrier, the Riemann solver resorts to
the left and right side of the barrier as Figs (b) and (c). Here assuming to be a reflective
wall then we could use a ghost fluid approach for the quantities that is in the wall.
To derive the redistributed waves as presented in Figure 6.3a, a vector of new coefficients
are constructed by adding corrections to coefficients β1 and β4 and setting β2 and β3 as
zeroes. Therefore the waves that we need to redistribute correspond to the second and third
eigenvectors leading to the new expression
β̂ = [β1 + γ1, 0, 0, β4 + γ2]. (6.2)
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Furthermore, given the importance of maintaining conservation, the redistribution of the
waves uses conservation to determine the redistribution. Then it requires the solution of
the system
R · β̂ = R · β. (6.3)








And, Z1k+1/2 and Z2k+1/2 in Figure 6.3a are,
Z1k+1/2 = β˜1k+1/2r1, Z2k+1/2 = β˜2k+1/2r4, (6.5)
where,
β˜1k+1/2 = β
1 + γ1, β˜2k+1/2 = β
4 + γ2. (6.6)
6.2 Ghost Fluid
The wave redistribution method is based on the conservation of quantities. Some critical






k+1/2. To be consistent,
the difference between the results from f -wave method and wave redistribution method














R − (hu2)L − 12gh2L + 12g(hL + hR)(bR − bL).
Without the existence of barrier at the the edge, (6.7) applies to all of the settings in Figure
6.4.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.4: (a) is a diagram of conventional f -wave method along the left and right states
at the grid cell edge. For the wave redistribution method, the Riemann solver resorts to the




6.2.1 Without Bathymetry (b = 0)
First, we discuss about the case without bathymetry (b = 0) shown as Figure 6.4. For




 s∗2[(hu)R − (hu)L]− [(hu2)R + 12gh2R − (hu2)L − 12gh2L]
−s∗1[(hu)R − (hu)L] + [(hu2)R + 12gh2R − (hu2)L − 12gh2L]
 , (6.8)




 s2[(hu)wR − (hu)L]− [(hu2)wR + 12ghwR2 − (hu2)L − 12gh2L]






 s4[(hu)R − (hu)wL ]− [(hu2)R + 12gh2R − (hu2)wL − 12ghwL2]
−s3[(hu)R − (hu)wL ] + [(hu2)R + 12gh2R − (hu2)wL − 12ghwL2]
 ,
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s4[(hu)R − (hu)L + (hu)wR − (hu)wL ]
−[(hu2)R + 12gh2R − (hu2)L − 12gh2L + (hu2)wR + 12ghwR2
−(hu2)wL − 12ghwL2]


















































Proof. The computation of β1 + γ1 and β4 + γ2 follows
β1 + γ1 =
1






s2 − s1 [s2((hu)
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s2 − s1 [−s1((hu)
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s2 − s1 s1((hu)
w
R − (hu)L) +
s4 − s3




s4s2 − s1s2 − s1s4 + s1s2
s2 − s1 ((hu)
w
R − (hu)L) + s4((hu)R − (hu)wL)
= s4((hu)R − (hu)L + (hu)wR − (hu)wL).
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− s4 − s1




























= −[(hu2)R + 1
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s4[(hu)R − (hu)L + (hu)wR − (hu)wL ]
− [(hu2)R + 1
2













Then we compute β4 + γ2 similarly,
β4 + γ2 =
1
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− s2 − s1
s2 − s1 s1((hu)
w
R − (hu)L)) +
s3 − s1




s4 − s3 s3((hu)R − (hu)
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Therefore,

















6.2.2 With Bathymetry (b 6= 0)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.5: (a) is a diagram of conventional f -wave method along the left and right states
with bathymetry at the grid cell edge. For the wave redistribution method, the Riemann
solver resorts to the left and right side of the edge in Fig(a) with insertion of a ghost cell
as Figs (b) and (c).
In this section, we study the consistency with existence of bathymetry. The source term









∆∗1 = (hu)R − (hu)L,




R − (hu2)L − 12gh2L + 12g(hL + hR)(bR − bL),
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2 − (hu2)L − 12gh2L + 12g(hL + hwR)(bwR − bL),






R − (hu2)wL − 12ghwL2 + 12g(hwL + hR)(bR − bwL),




 s4(∆R1 + ∆L1 )− (∆R2 + ∆L2 )
−s1(∆R1 + ∆L1 ) + (∆R2 + ∆L2 )
 . (6.13)
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Proof. The computation of β1 + γ1 and β4 + γ2 follows
β1 + γ1 =
1






s2 − s1 (s2∆
L
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s4 − s2
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β4 + γ2 =
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1 −∆R2 ) +
s4 − s1


















Several numerical tests are provided in this section as evidences of the Riemann solver.
Figure 6.6 presents a comparison of the solutions of the conventional Riemann solver (using
one cell to represent the wall) and the barrier aware Riemann solver. Figure 6.6c and Figure
6.6d show the solutions of h and hu correspondingly at time t = 0.2 for the same set of
initial conditions (see Figure 6.6a and Figure 6.6b). In Figure 6.7 we see an incoming wave
that overcomes the barrier (the red vertical line at x = 0) and eventually reaches a steady
state in Figure 6.7g. In contrast, Figure 6.8 shows a wave that cannot overcome the barrier
and reflects at the barrier. The right side of the barrier keeps steady all the time, which
demonstrates no leakage in the barrier aware Riemann solver. In Figure 6.9 and Figure
6.10, two gradient bathymetry and wet-dry interface examples are presented. In Figure 6.9,
the water overtops a barrier and cascades into a dry cell.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.6: The red dash line is the solution of conventional Riemann solver using single cell
to represent the barrier (vertical purple line) at x = 0.0. The solid blue line is the solution
of the barrier aware Riemann solver. 6.6a and 6.6c are plots of h and 6.6b and 6.6d are
plots of hu.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.7: Here are the first 4 figures of Figure 6.7.
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 6.7: The initial condition is shown in (a): h(x, 0) = 1.2 if x < −0.2 and h(x, 0) = 0.8
otherwise, u(x, 0) = 0. Wall height is 1.0 and the wave overtops the barrier marked as the
red line. It eventually reaches a steady state in (g). For each of the subfigure, the depth
plot (top) is h vs x and the momentum plot (bottom) is hu vs x. The right panel is the
zoom-in region near the barrier.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.8: Here are the first 4 figures of Figure 6.8.
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 6.8: The initial condition is shown in (a): h(x, 0) = 1.2 if x < −0.2 and h(x, 0) = 0.8
otherwise, u(x, 0) = 0. Wall height is 1.5 and the wave cannot overtop the barrier marked
as the red line. The wave is reflected by the barrier after hitting it. The right panel is the
zoom-in region near the barrier.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.9: Here are the first 4 figures of Figure 6.9.
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 6.9: The initial condition is shown in (a): η(x, 0) = 1.2 if x < −0.2 and η(x, 0) = 0.8
otherwise, u(x, 0) = 0 and bathymetry slope from −0.8 to −0.4, where η(x, t) = h(x, t) +
b(x). Wall height is 0.8 and the wave can overtop the barrier marked as the red line and
the water cascades into a dry cell. The wave is reflected by the barrier after hitting it. The
right panel is the zoom-in region near the barrier.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.10: Here are the first 4 figures of Figure 6.10.
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 6.10: The initial condition is shown in (a): η(x, 0) = 1.2 if x < −0.2 and η(x, 0) = 0.8
otherwise, u(x, 0) = 0 and bathymetry slope from −0.8 to −0.4, where η(x, t) = h(x, t) +
b(x). Wall height is 1.0 and the wave cannot overtop the barrier marked as the red line.
The wave is reflected by the barrier after hitting it. The right panel is the zoom-in region
near the barrier.
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Chapter 7
The h-Box Method for Barriers
In this section, the wave redistribution method is extended to allow flexibility on the barrier’s
placement with respect to the grid. If the barrier was constrained to only lie along grid
cell edges then the true location of the barrier would be difficult to represent even with
a significant increase in the resolution. To handle this, a modified h-box method will be
employed on either side of the barrier. Consider the illustration in Figure 7.1 where we
have a similar setup to Figure 6.1 but the barrier is shifted off of the grid cell edge and
now lies in the middle of a grid cell. In Figure 7.1b the same problem from before is solved
but the h-box on either side of the barrier allows a non-restricted time step by allowing the
waves to travel further and are then re-averaged into the four different grid cells in Figure
7.1c. Implementing the one-dimensional version of the method will allow for testing the
robustness of the approach ensuring that the stability of the method is maintained.
7.1 The Large Time Step Method
There are a number of obstacles to the successful design of an effective algorithm. One of
the first and most important is that the cell that contains the barrier must be split into two




Figure 7.1: Illustration of the proposed Riemann solver coupled with an h-box approach.
Here we have the same scenario as in Figure 6.1 but the barrier is in the middle of a cell. In
Figure 7.1b the h-boxes are illustrated as well as the possible extent of the water allowing
for a less restrictive CFL based time-step. In Figure 7.1c the resulting waves are re-averaged
into each affected grid cell.
effective cells that must be maintained outside of the rest of the grid structure. Due to the
arbitrary position of the barrier, the waves propagating from near edges are very likely to
reach the barrier in a very short time.
The first Large Time Step (LTS) methods were proposed by LeVeque in a series of papers
[27, 28] where he generalized the Godunov method for arbitrary Courant numbers. One of
the LTS schemes uses exact or approximate Riemann solvers and wave adding method. It
is natural to extend the LTS to our case and add proper approximate waves interactions.
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7.2 The Modified h-box Method in One Dimension
The barrier within a grid cell shown in Figure 7.2 divides a regular cell into two small cells.
The h-box averaged QLk+1/2 and Q
R
k+1/2 at edge k + 1/2 are calculated and the two waves
Z1k+1/2 and Z2k+1/2 correspondingly solved by using wave redistribution method in Chapter
6. However, the waves from edge k − 1/2 and k + 1/2 may have implications for the CFL
limited time-step size. One possible solution to the problem is to keep tracing the waves
from these near edges. If the wave reaches the barrier before ∆t, then QLk+1/2 and Q
R
k+1/2
are updated correspondingly and the arrival wave is replaced by two new waves propagating
from k + 1/2 over the remaining time.
To better present the process, an example is provided in Figure 7.2. Assume that
subcritical conditions are satisfied at each edge at the beginning. The model problem in
one space dimension has a wall (solid bold line) separating a cell into two parts with mesh
width α∆x and (1− α)∆x. Here is an outline of the proposed method in one dimension:
Figure 7.2: Step 1: Calculate h-boxes QLk+1/2 and Q
R
k+1/2. The model problem in one space
dimension has a wall (solid bold line) separating a cell into two parts with mesh width α∆x
and (1−α)∆x. The boxes below the axis indicate the h-boxes used to compute the flux at
the interface k + 1/2.
1. Compute the cell-averages QLk+1/2 and Q
R
k+1/2 in the h-boxes adjoining each cell in-
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terface xk+1/2. This is done using weighted sums of the reconstructed values on the
underlying non-uniform gird.
Figure 7.3: Step 2: at ∆t1, the wave Z2k−1/2 reaches the barrier. Update QLk+1/2 and QRk+1/2.
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Figure 7.4: Step 3: at ∆t1, replace Z2k−1/2 with Z1,∆t1k+1/2 and Z2,∆t1k+1/2 at interface k + 1/2
using updated QL,∆t1k+1/2 and Q
R,∆t1
k+1/2.
3. Determine waves ZL,∆t1k+1/2 and ZR,∆t1k+1/2 at xk+1/2 based on the cell-averages QL,∆t1k+1/2 and
QR,∆t1k+1/2.
Figure 7.5: Step 4: at ∆t2, the wave Z1k+3/2 reaches the barrier. Update QL,∆t1k+1/2 and QR,∆t1k+1/2.

















































Figure 7.6: Step 5: at ∆t2, replace Z1k+3/2 with Z1,∆t2k+1/2 and Z2,∆t2k+1/2 at interface k + 1/2
using updated QL,∆t2k+1/2 and Q
R,∆t2
k+1/2.
5. Determine waves ZL,∆t2k+1/2 and ZR,∆t2k+1/2 at xk+1/2 based on the cell-averages QL,∆t2k+1/2 and
QR,∆t2k+1/2.
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Z2k+3/2 + Z1k+5/2 +

















Among the steps of this method, it simulates a uniform grid at each cell interface except
k − 1/2 and k + 3/2. By extending the numerical domain of each single cell, the method
is inherently consistent as the non-uniform grid becomes uniform as long as the waves are
moving away the barrier. At interface k − 1/2 and k + 3/2, the waves may move toward
the barrier. The waves are traced and updated as the intermediate interactions with the
barrier and the data from the other side of the barrier when appropriate.
7.3 Numerical Results
In this example, we compare the zero-width wall (right panel) and thin wall (left panel) with
size ∗∆x (∆x is the regular cell size and  1). They both have the same initial condition
with step surface with u = 0 as Figure 7.8a and Figure 7.8b shown. Figure 7.8a has five
cells with a small cell at x = 0.5 while Figure 7.8b only has four cells with a zero-width
barrier (black vertical line) at x = 0.5. At t = 1.0 in Figure 7.8c and Figure 7.8d, they have
similar states. Note that to reach t = 1.0, it takes 1778 time steps on the irregular grid
method ( = 0.01) while it only takes 26 time steps on the h-box method in zero-width wall
while maintaining mass conservation and stability (mass change over time 10−16 shown in
Figure 7.9).
Some other numerical tests using the modified h-box method are provided in this section
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with similar initial conditions of the tests in Chapter 6. As shown in the right panel of Figure
7.10, the barrier separates a regular cell into two parts with sizes α∆x and (1− α)∆x. In
Figure 7.10 an incoming wave that overcomes the barrier (the red vertical line at x = 0) and
the intermediate updates are based on the method described in Section 7.2. The modified
h-box method works well even when the barrier is close the cell edge. In Figure 7.11, a
wave that cannot overcome the barrier and reflects at the barrier as before. The right side
of the barrier keeps steady all the time, which demonstrate no leakage in the h-box method
Riemann solver.
In Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13, two gradient bathymetry and wet-dry interface examples
are presented. In Figure 7.12, the water overtops a barrier and cascades into a dry cell.
Eventually it reaches a steady state as expected in Figure 7.12h. The last two cases are
close to our physical applications. Figure 7.14 presents the differences between solutions of
the modified h-box method solver and solutions of conventional Riemann solver associated
with high resolution. The modified h-box method with 32 (1024) cells takes 17 (∼500) time
steps, while the high resolution simulation takes more than 5× 106 time steps. Figure 7.15
shows that the modified h-box method converges with first order accuracy in the L1-norm,
L2-norm and L∞-norm given the classic dam-break initial conditions.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.8: This experiment is to compare the modified h-box method and conventional
Riemann solver (5 cells for single cell case in which the small cell is at x = 0.5). Both
have the same initial step surface with u = 0. Left panel: simulated by using a single cell
presenting the wall. Right panel: simulated by zero-width wall (black) with the modified
h-box method. The wall height is 0.15 at x = 0.5 and α = 0.5.
Figure 7.9: Difference of mass of h-box method with same initial condition in Figure 7.8b
over time.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.10: Here are the first 4 figures of Figure 7.10.
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 7.10: The initial condition is shown in (a): α = 0.1, h(x, 0) = 1.2 if x < −0.2 and
h(x, 0) = 0.8 otherwise, u(x, 0) = 0. Wall height is 1.0 and the wave overcome the barrier
marked as the red line. The right panel is the zoom-in region near the barrier.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.11: Here are the first 4 figures of Figure 7.11.
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 7.11: The initial condition is shown in (a): α = 0.4, h(x, 0) = 1.2 if x < −0.2 and
h(x, 0) = 0.8 otherwise, u(x, 0) = 0. Wall height is 1.5 and the wave cannot overtop the
barrier marked as the red line. The wave is reflected by the barrier after hitting it. The
right panel is the zoom-in region near the barrier.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.12: Here are the first 4 figures of Figure 7.12.
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 7.12: The initial condition is shown in (a): η(x, 0) = 1.2 if x < −0.2 and η(x, 0) = 0.8
otherwise, u(x, 0) = 0 and bathymetry slope from −0.8 to −0.4, where η(x, t) = h(x, t) +
b(x). Wall height is 0.8 and the wave can overtop the barrier marked as the red line and
the water cascades into a dry cell. The wave is reflected by the barrier after hitting it. The
right panel is the zoom-in region near the barrier.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7.13: Here are the first 4 figures of Figure 7.13.
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(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 7.13: The initial condition is shown in (a): η(x, 0) = 1.2 if x < −0.2 and η(x, 0) = 0.8
otherwise, u(x, 0) = 0 and bathymetry slope from −0.8 to −0.4, where η(x, t) = h(x, t) +
b(x). Wall height is 1.0 and the wave cannot overtop the barrier marked as the red line.
The wave is reflected by the barrier after reaching it. The right panel is the zoom-in region
near the barrier.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.14: The error is defined as the difference between solutions of the modified h-
box method and interpolated solutions of the high resolution simulation using conventional
Riemann solver. The high resolution simulation uses 214 cells for the entire domain and 4
cells for the representation of the barrier. The initial condition: h = 0.5 if x < −0.25 and
h = 0.2 otherwise, u(x, 0) = 0.0.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.15: The convergence of the modified h-box method is presented. The initial
condition is same as Figure 7.14.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this chapter, a summary of findings of this thesis and possible future directions of research
and application are provided.
8.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, various modern numerical methods for hyperbolic partial differential equations
(PDEs) were developed and extended to the application of sub-grid problems. In Chapter
6, a novel approximate Riemann solver was developed in order to deal with the barrier
existence at the edge of grid cells. Because of the wave redistribution method and proper
ghost cells setting, the barrier aware Riemann solver maintained properties including mass
and momentum conservation, the well-balancing properties and robustness at the wet-dry
interface. Also, the middle state q∗ check at the edge effectively prevent the leakage between
the left and right of the barrier. The solver is depth-positive in the sense of maintaining
positivity of the solution to Riemann problems and is robust in the presence of moving
shorelines and evolving dry regions. Furthermore, the Riemann solver is robust even when
a barrier is overtopped and water cascades into a dry cell.
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In Chapter 7, h-box method is extended to allow flexibility on the barrier’s placement
within a grid cell. It should be noted that most notably the hydrostatic assumption fail at
steep vertical walls like the one considered in the work. Conventional h-box cannot capture
the existence of a fine structure well because its cell-averaging step intends to ignore the
small width barrier. Instead, in the novel Riemann solver, h-box method is used at two sides
of the barrier and Lagrangian frame is used for waves propagating from near edges. The
h-box cells are updated whenever a wave arrives at the barrier. Since the goal at the outset
was to construct a solver that would be robust and efficient, only the waves with potential of
reaching barrier are tracing under Lagrangian frame and other waves are treated as regular.
The work builds off of this GeoClaw platform with the goal of retaining the capabilities
of GeoClaw but at the same time extending the package to handle the sub-grid-scale effects
of barriers. The special developed Riemann solver in GeoClaw will be extended to handle
zero-width barriers while retaining the desirable properties of the solver. It can improve the
computation efficiency in order of sub-grid size. For instance, if we face a sub-cell with size
of 10−3 of regular cell, the conventional Riemann solver requires to increase the resolution
to the small cell which may cause small ∆t to fit the CFL condition. The barrier aware
Riemann solver introduced in this work does not require refinement of gird, which associates
a relevant large time step. Incorporating the solver developed in this work into the GeoClaw
framework has allowed to leverage GeoClaw’s ability to handle complex bathymetry and
real applications.
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8.2 Future Work
8.2.1 Implementation of Two Dimensions
The next step is to extend the h-box method to two dimensions on GeoClaw platform. The
basic approach will involve parameterizing the barrier into linear segments that span each
cell, forming a one-dimensional set of Riemann problems that will be solved normal and
tangential to the barrier which will then be re-averaged into the grid similar to the case in
one-dimension. Parameterizing the barriers this way ensures that the cut cells remain at
most five-sided. Figure 8.1 shows an illustration of the proposed approach with a curved
barrier overlayed on top of the computational grid. In Figure 8.1b we parameterize the
seawall into sections each with their own height. Constrain the sections so that the nodes
of the wall are only located at boundaries of grid cells. An auxiliary grid is placed normal
to each of the barrier segments in Figure 8.1c. The solver would then use these auxiliary
problems to ensure that water does not cross the barrier when it is not supposed to, maintain
large time-steps relative to the cells being cut through, and maintain well-balancing.
8.2.2 Applying the Riemann Solvers to Realistic Scenarios
In this thesis, emphasis was placed on the development of robust and efficient Riemann
solvers. Given that the motivating problem at the outset was to address optimal adaptation
questions, the modified h-box method Riemann solver will be placed into a optimization
framework. This effort will focus on the storm surge problem and will take as input a limited
parameter space for the barriers and a reduced set of likely storms in both the current
and future climates. Figure 8.2 shows locations and critical elevations of critical facilities
including hospitals, fire department, police department, gas and electric utilities and schools.
The changing climate results in increasing danger to these critical infrastructures and causes
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8.1: Illustration of the process that will be developed to incorporate a barrier. Figure
8.1a demonstrates the original problem with the true path of a proposed barrier (in red)
and the underlying discretization. Figure 8.1b shows parameterize the seawall into sections
each with their own height. Constrain the sections so that the nodes of the wall are only
located at boundaries of grid cells. And then based on these sections solves a set of auxiliary
Riemann problems as illustrated in Figure 8.1c incorporating the resulting solution into the
cells that intersect the blue boxes.
significant interruptions to the normal operations in New York City. The need to protect
our communities with robust protection mechanisms is critical for our continued existence
and resilient future in New York City and broader communities along the worlds coastlines.
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Figure 8.2: The critical infrastructure such as hospitals, fire department, police department,
military installations, gas and electric utilities, and schools in the hurricane zones are marked
(Figure source: CRISP Methodological Paper submitted to Natural Hazards in 2018).
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